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Project Background  

 
Earlscourt Park is a 12.6-hectare park at Caledonia Road and St. Clair Avenue West that offers 
a range of amenities that are widely used by the community. 

The City is replacing the concrete wading pool with a new splash pad and is involving the 
community in the design process. The project scope includes: 

 A new splash pad that will maintain a similar footprint as the current wading pool 
 Additional seating such as benches and picnic tables 
 Possible integration of new site amenities such as shade features and/or drinking 

fountain 
 Restoration of grounds including landscaping 
 Possible relocation of amenities to accommodate design 

Objective  

 
In November 2020, the City conducted an online survey and held a public meeting, to obtain 

feedback from community members on design concepts for the new splash pad at Earlscourt 

Park. The concepts presented through the survey, and at the public meeting, were developed 

based on feedback received through the first phase of the public engagement process which 

included a visioning survey, an activity book for kids and a public meeting.  

Summary reports for the first phase of the project can be found on the project website under 

project updates: Toronto.ca/EarlscourtSplashPad  

Results from the entire engagement process will inform the final splash pad design. 

Public Meeting (November 3, 2020) 

Notification 
The public meeting was promoted through the following channels: 

 Facebook and Instagram advertisements targeting area residents 

 Promotions through the local Councillor's Office  

 Project webpage: www.toronto.ca/EarlscourtSplashPad 

Agenda 
 Land Acknowledgement 

 Introductions  

 Project Info 

 What we've heard 

 Presentation  

 Presentation – Concept Design Options   

 Questions + comments  

 Next Steps 

http://www.toronto.ca/EarlscourtSplashPad
https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/planning-development/construction-new-facilities/improvements-expansion-redevelopment/earlscourt-park-splash-pad-project/
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Attendees 

  
City Staff  

 Councillor Ana Bailão, Ward 9 - Davenport 

 Marco Dezi, Councillor Ana Bailão's office 

 Lara Herald, Senior Project Coordinator (City of Toronto PFR) 

 Lori Phillip, Landscape Architect (Victor Ford and Associates Inc.)  

 Pablo Muñoz, Senior Public Consultation Coordinator (City of Toronto PFR) 

 Alex Lavasidis, Senior Public Consultation Coordinator (City of Toronto PFR)  

Public 

14 members of the public present 

Presentation  

The full presentation from this meeting can be downloaded at Toronto.ca/EarscourSplashPad  

 

Feedback Highlights  
Layout 

 The general sentiment from community members present at the meeting, was that they 

liked the design directions and overall layout.  

 One resident raised a concern with the picnic tables proposed in between the splash pad 

and the washroom and noted that it was a high foot traffic area.  

 A couple of residents pointed out that the possible new pathway was in a shaded area 

where they currently set up blankets. 

 One resident indicated that the garbage bins should be relocated. 

 

Features 

 A few community members present indicated that they liked the boulders proposed. One 

person indicated that they could be slippery and dangerous.  

 A couple of community members present indicated that they liked the water stream 

feature.  

 One resident expressed that they liked the water filling station.  

 One resident mentioned that they would like to have seating that would allow them to 

see both the splash pad and the playground. 

 A couple of residents expressed that more shade was needed/welcomed. 

 One resident expressed that they liked the umbrellas showed in the presentation.  

 One resident expressed that they would like to see landscaping and trees on the west 

side of the splash pad.  

 

Themes  

 One resident requested that movable/interactive spray element be included in Option A. 

 One resident liked the height of the elements in Option A. 

 One resident indicated that Stockyards splash pad also has flowers and might be might 

be too similar to Option A (Urban Garden). 
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Other Comments  

 Some residents were concerned with the timing of the project and that there would be no 

splash pad in the summer of 2021. 

 A few residents mentioned that they would share the survey with their community.  

Survey  
 

The survey was available to complete online from November 5 to November 25, 2020 and it 

received a total of 627 responses. 

Notification  
The online survey was promoted through the following channels: 

 Facebook and Instagram advertisements targeting area residents 

 Promotions through the local Councillor's Office  

 Project webpage: www.toronto.ca/EarlscourtSplashPad 

Key Feedback Highlights – Concept Plan    

 

In general, survey respondents were pleased with proposed concept plan for the splash pad. The two 

key pieces of feedback were to increase shade and trees, and to reconsider the seating plan.   

Pathway 
 

85% of survey respondents agreed with the addition of the pathway from the splash pad to the 

playground.  

Seating 
 

http://www.toronto.ca/EarlscourtSplashPad
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81% of respondents agreed with the placement of seating.  

76% of respondents agreed that there was a good variety of seating in the proposed plan.  

When asked to provide additional comments on the overall plan, several people (31 comments) 

expressed that more seating was necessary.  

 Among the comments, a couple of people noted that it would be important  for there to be 

seating that allows parents/guardians to watch both the playground and the splash pad.  

 A few comments noted that the picnic tables were too close to the bathrooms.  

Trees 
 

72% of survey respondents liked the amount of new trees that have been included in the plan.  

When asked to provide additional comments on the overall plan, several people (33 comments) 

expressed that they wanted more trees. 

 

Shade 
 

When asked to provide additional comments on the overall plan, several people (40 comments) 

expressed that shade was not sufficient.  

Key Feedback Highlights – Equipment Options    
 

 

Theme: By the Sea 
57% of survey respondents preferred option "By the Sea". 

Boulders 
72% of survey respondents liked the boulders included in the design. 

When asked to provide comments on the overall plan, a few comments suggested that the boulders 

could be a good feature on the perimeter of the splash pad, and not inside.  
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Appendix A: Quantitative Response Summary  
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Are there any other comments you would like to share about the 

Earlscourt splash pad concept plan designs presented in this survey?  
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Demographics 
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Appendix B: Concept Plan and Equipment Options  

Concept Plan 
Below is the proposed concept plan for the new splash pad at Earlscourt Park.  
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The Concept Plan includes: 

 Enhanced seating areas 

 New concrete surfacing 

 New splash pad equipment 

 A small shade structure element 

 A new wall-mounted water bottle filler/fountain unit (located at the south wall of the 

adjacent washroom/utility building) 

Equipment Options  
Below are the two proposed equipment options for the new splash pad. Both options are 

accessible and include a combination of overhead and in-ground spray elements and an 

activator bollard. 

OPTION A: Urban Garden  
The theme for Option A is "Urban Garden." This option includes nature-inspired plant features.  
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OPTION B: By the Sea 
The theme for Option B is "By the Sea." This option includes nautical and sea-themed features.  

 

Natural rounded boulders are being considered for inclusion in the final design. The boulders 

would be significantly weathered without any sharp edges, and would provide places for 

children to sit, play and socialize.  

 

 

Appendix C: Text Responses  
 

Are there any other comments you would like to share about the 

Earlscourt splash pad concept plan designs presented in the survey?  

 

 Less boulders more sprinklers. Theres plenty of space to sit around the splash pad. 

Some shaded awnings over picnic tables would be great as well. I dont know if its 
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possible, but a bucket that slowly fills then drops water would be nice. My kids always 

ask me why they dont have them anywhere. 

 I like the seating other than the picnic tables on the concrete with no shade - I think 

those will get very hot. 

 As many trees for shade as possible. Open grassy spots for blankets. 

 As much shade as possible! Make sure it doesn’t get too slippery or mouldy when 

choosing ground materials. 

 I like the inclusion of the 'tot area' 

 This is a very busy splash pad and while you have increased seating, it will certainly be 

occupied with many families resorting to throwing down a blanket in the shade.  Please 

keep that requirement in mind while creating shaded spaces and be mindful of slope in 

these areas so that the shaded spaces will not collect water.  I’m also very much against 

playground access from splash pad for the reasons of trying to watch multiple kiddos at 

once.  The easier it is to contain them to one area, the safer it is for all.  Thank you for 

the thoughtful planning! 

 I don't find picnic tables as useful as seating that faces the splash pad. I'd also keep in 

mind that a lot of people bring blankets to sit on so space for that should be considered. 

Thank you!!! 

 Would be great to see a softer ground material—not concrete. Those rocks would be 

slippery and be unnecessary obstacles. 

 I disagreed with the addition of the new path based on the current location of the 

garbage and recycling bins. 

 I would love it if some form of wading pool could also be maintained but I do understand 

the problem that those require life guards 

 I really like the interactive features in the by the sea design 

 Have an area where dogs can cool off. Lots of families have dogs and would like to have 

them included in the fun 

 More shade. Everyone is sun conscious these days and there is very little shade. 

 This splash pad should be enough for the neighborhood. No splash pad needed for 

Davenport Village Park in Foundry Ave. 

 More shade options: trees and man made please!!!! 

 A softer bottom not just concrete 

 I prefer the idea of individual sun umbrellas instead of one larger shaded area. If social 

distancing remains for a while it’s better to have separate shaded areas. 

 Something similar to boulders but with durable medium soft surface. 

 I would like to see an updated bathroom with this new concept. 

 Really wish it would blend in with the park and look more natural 

 More shade trees 

 Please ensure that there are interactive features in which ever design is chosen. 

 More shade 

 No 

 The images especially on the first page of this survey on a mobile are poor quality. Are 

you getting rid of the wading pool? The kids adore that pool and the reason why is 

because the sun heats it up. If all these sprayers are going to have cold water the kids 

will be cold and won’t go in. It’s exactly what happens at High Park. I suggest a small 

pond, or river. 

 The shade structure should be enlarged south to include 4 picnic tables. 
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 That’s are real shame that our community is losing the labyrinth-I would like to see it 

integrated into the floor design. I prefer a more organic shape instead of the oval. Three 

muskoka chairs for 100 parents/kids at a time? A continuous concrete perimeter bench 

would be more useful. The water features are lack variety and interest. 

 I would flip the picnic tables and benches on the east and west sides of the pool. 

Benches with backs to the playground d makes it difficult to watch two or more kids if 

you have one who wants to splash and the other who wants to play in the playground. 

 Please add more trees and shrubs in the area. 

 The water fountain filling station is better then sharing drinking station more sanitary...we 

would like to see new washroom facilities as well...thanks for listening fantastic job 

 The boulders get wet and slippery posing a fall risk for children of all ages. They serve 

only as an unsafe climbing surface. Both designs do not seem to incorporate many 

interesting features and seem like the most basic splash pad. Is this a budget issue? 

 The bucket that fills up and tips over is a hit with all kid ages 

 I think the boulders could become a hazard, especially when wet. I can imagine kids 

trying to jump over or off of the rocks. The variety of water features is nice. Kids really 

like to feel like they are in control. If there was any way to include more options for them 

to trigger specific water features, that would be a nice addition. Also a great way to learn 

cause and effect. 

 Is it possible to have a softer, non-slip ground surface rather than concrete? 

 Shade is crucial to this plan. 

 More shade structures required. These are primarily used in summer and are busier on 

hotter/ sunnier days. The more seats and shade the better. 

 More trees! 

 more seating 

 No 

 love it 

 I like the idea of the boulders as creating physical barriers from small children leaving 

the area but I would prefer a “softer” option. 

 More trees would be good. Move waste bins from current location into a designated area 

less central to the splash pad and playground. 

 Would like to see more seating and native trees and shrubs please 

 Boulders are dangerous,kids slip trying to climb them ,push each other against them 

 Great, but needs way more shade. Possibly over the muskoka chairs? 

 especially with the urban garden theme, I would suggest keeping the colours more 

subtle so that it fits into the overall park environment 

 Please make the picnic table accessible to those who use mobility devices (e.g. 

wheelchairs) 

 If there is a way to add more shade that would be great 

 More shade trees, please! 

 I would really like to see some sort of no spray / still water option. As I have found both 

of my young children do better with entering water that is still and calm (like a wading 

pool) vs a spraying / unpredictable splash pad. 

 less concrete, more trees 

 The boulders are good, as long as there are still significant areas for running through 

water without tripping hazards 

 Make everything colourful please 
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 Would prefer Muskoka chairs to benches. Place more seating between playground and 

splash pad. WAY more shade is needed 

 More trees 

 No 

 More trees as natural shade please 

 The washrooms near the splash pad should also be updated and cleaned up. Possibly 

locked after the splash pad closes. They’re currently disgusting. 

 Shaded areas during hot days would be great 

 I think more shade trees and seating should be added for social distancing purposes 

 I would like to see more shaded areas - this is key in my opinion! Also, from 

experiencing the boulders at other splash pads in the city they’ve been very slippers and 

dangerous. To the point where neighbourhood groups have petitioned to have them 

removed. So this is not something I feel would benefit this splash pad. 

 No 

 I am concerned that children could trip on the rocks. 

 Thank you for consulting us! 

 Just to make sure there are taller water feature for adult/older kids 

 There isn't much information regarding the seperate tot zone.  Inclusion of boulders 

would make sense to seperate the tot zone from the regular splash pad but can't really 

tell from the visuals how that would work. 

 Please ensure amble shade, trees and seating. 

 No splash pad please. No need for concrete over green spaces 

 Boulders could be slippery ans tripping hazards 

 The community needs the washrooms to be open year round, so this area can be used 

beyond just the summer. This is of much higher priority the splash pad design.n 

 I think the wadding pool is one of the best in the city and given the current pandemic the 

money could be better spent. Leave the wadding pool as is and look after those without 

shelter. 

 Shade, seating (picnic tables) and safety first! 

 I would greatly suggest more shade trees for relief from the sun and seating so as many 

families as possible can enjoy it. This is a great idea, thank you for doing this! 

 Boulders are a trip hazzard for small kids when running through the splash pads! 

 No boulders as they could be dangerous. But perhaps rethink children’s seating and add 

other safer options 

 More seating and tables for families. The seating demand is / will be high. Please also 

consider installing more than one water fountain / bottle refill station. 

 Rubberized floor rather than concrete. 

 A separate section for small toddlers or babies is extremely important. For a child who is 

just getting acclimatized to the water and other children, a splash pad with big kids 

running around it’s very intimidating and can create negative associations with water 

activities.  I think the rounded boulders are a nice way to separate the chaos of the 

splash pad and the calmer tott section. I also will miss the waving pool. If there was a 

way to have a little bit of a water feature in the Tat section, a feature that is much calmer, 

that would be a real value. 

 Hardly any shade at this location. Including more trees in the plans. 

 Muskoka chairs with umbrellas were discussed I would much prefer this seating type 

 Thank you so much for this! Excited!!! 
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 The more benches around the exterior, the better! I like the idea about the boulders but 

maybe not within the splashpad perimeter - could be used as alternative seating around 

exterior? 

 It looks great! 

 The presence of a little stream would amazing. My kids are always drawn to that feature 

at other parks that have them. They are able to manipulate the flow of water and it adds 

a more interactive element of play. 

 I love the anti slip floors that some splashpads I have been have. It’s soft and blue, I 

have no idea of the name of that material but very nice for small children. 

 I think the boulders would be dangerous, if kids climb on them and they are wet and 

slippery 

 Looks great! Boulders seem like a bit of a safety hazard for kids running and slipping. I 

don’t see one but I have two little kids and I found the splash pads with a bucket that 

empties and refills a big pain as you have to be with the little ones and watching to make 

sure they don’t get dumped on the entire time! Lots of shade and seating is also key. A 

non concrete surface is ideal. 

 Excited! 

 More benches/seating options for parents, if possible :) 

 Shaded/sheltered area between splash pad and playground so parents can keep and 

eye on children in both areas without having to abandon their belongings 

 More trees 

 I selected the aquatic option, because it has fun faces. More faces would be even more 

fun! 

 Mature large trees would be preferred 

 shade study/optimization...hard to tell if new proposed trees and structure will provide 

suitable shade 

 The addition of shade and trees is great - it’s hot at this pool depending on the time of 

day. 

 If possible, a few more shade trees would be great - it’s a pretty open, sunny spot and 

shaded sitting options would be appreciated by children and guardians alike 

 The current wading pool is LOVED by children. It’s a big loss that a wading pool can’t be 

worked into the new design. I also feel like the new design is much lower capacity than 

the wading pool is. 

 Please have it completed before summer or it’ll be useless for another year 

 Boulders are definitely a tripping hazard for running excited kids. They’re happy sitting 

on the ground! 

 will surfaces be concrete, or softer rubber asphalt? (it's really hard to evaluate the plan 

without a NORTH arrow) 

 The design seems far too small for a park of this size and popularity. Please strongly 

consider expanding the circumference of the circle beyond the existing wading pool. 

Also, please include more seating and more trees! There will be LOTS of families using 

this in the summer! Thanks! 

 The closeness to the sand pit is going to invite alot of sand to the water park 

 This splash pad is small considering the number of children using the park. More and 

more families are moving in to this area, This size is insufficient, especially considering 

the walking distance to any other splash pad in the area 

 This looks like a very small Splash pad for such a large park, the second largest in 

Toronto. Additional trees should be included. Also,  I believe n extra couple not benches 
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positioned on the north side would serve to isolate the space from the main pathway 

north of playground/splash pad 

 Need more seating in shaded areas 

 Every slash pad with boulders I find it danger. 

 Lots of shade. I don’t think you have enough shade. 

 I'm not crazy about the Muskoka chairs in this setting. I think just more benches would 

be better. You can't nurse a baby on them, you cannot sit with your child on them, and 

they will probably get vandalized. Don't get me wrong, I like the chairs, just not in this 

application. 

 I like the concept and design 

 Bathrooms are needed. 

 I believe the high park splash pad has the boulders and they can be quite slick. More 

shade for over the benches would be nice as well. 

 It would be nice to have that soft flooring and maybe seating play area as the park close 

tonYonge st... it is child friendly 

 Boulders when wet are very slippery and when children climb on them they are a 

hazard.  I like on some of the new splash pads the umbrellas for shaded seating. 

 Children who are nit wearing loose foot wear can sleep on the rocks while trying to climb 

them. Children tend to run around and can trip and fall into the boulders. 

 In general i find young kids are beyter off in some kind of pool rather than splash pads. 

They prefer them and have more control of themselves then in splash pads. 

 Boulders are a bad idea in a slippy environment. Kids trip and fall often enough on 

regular concrete/runner surface without introducing more obstacles 

 I don’t like the boulders, not safe 

 Please provide a lot more seating areas around the splash pad 

 It needs shaded seating areas 

 We should have a splash pad also put in at Eglinton Flats. 

 More trees for shade and seating for adults 

 May you please include more shade trees as this is a high traffic area for families with 

kids. Additionally, the boulders included in the final design are a safety hazard to kids. Is 

there a plastic replacement you could use instead? Or eliminate altogether. Thank you 

so much! 

 Ensuring late-morning and afternoon shade is key. Early morning shade is unnecessary 

because of how cool summer mornings can be especially when the water is cold. 

 i think more shaded seating options is better since the summers in Toronto are quite hot. 

 No 

 A lot of traffic goes through here from the pathway to the northeast (that comes from St. 

Clair) going toward the track & dog park to the south. This design would make it difficult 

for that traffic to get through here. I recommend a paved pathway following the fence of 

the play area. 

 Place the benches a little away from the splash pad. When it is occupied it is hard to 

watch kids from the playground. This helps specially to parents with more than one kids. 

 More shaded areas please 

 Use different seating. Boulders are weird. 

 No 

 Hi i want to see more games in the playground area . Thanks 

 Maybe some sort of canvas sail (or two) for shade over seated areas? The splashpad 

gets quite busy, so the more seating and shade, the better. If there’s a natural stroller 
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parking area insight of the tot area, that would also be good. I like boulders as seating, 

but they may get slippery with the water and kids will be climbing on them. Something 

with a slightly rough surface (foot grip) might be better than something completely 

smooth. 

 A small pool would be great for small kids under 2 year old. 

 The boulders will encourage the kids to climb on slippery stuff I would pass on that 

 More shade/trees should be included 

 Lots of shade is nice! 

 Looks great 

 More shade needed 

 n/a 

 If there are rocks kids could run, trip and hurt themselves on the rock. 

 The seating mostly faces west and is in the sun  more shade pkease 

 Boulders can be a slip and fall risk. Dedicated tot section would be helpful. New or 

renovated bathrooms/changerooms with upgraded amenities is required. 

 Please add a dog fountain 

 That hopefully some adults can enjoy it too 

 The picnic benches, if there are only going to be two, would be better separated and, I 

would have thought, better placed in the other side, away from bathrooms, nearer green 

area and between playground and pool 

 Less boulders and rocks that kids can get hurt on.  Minimize trees that might provide 

visibility issues. 

 More trees and lots of creativity please. Check out the splash pad area at David 

Hamilton park in Richmond hill. There is an area where kids can do water play by 

moving valves on the ground - it’s so much for for all ages. The playstructure is also 

amazing, unique creative and fun even for older kids 

 My kids actually like the under the sea option but the sprayers appear to be for younger 

kids. I think the urban garden will appeal to older kids as well making it more usable. 

 More trees and shaded benches 

 Adarondak chairs are lovely, but better suited to areas where laser children play. The 

small tots need parents closer or able to jump up and get to them quickly (personally as I 

have a small frame, I find it can be but harder to jump up from a muskoka chair) 

 Accessible seating included in design of benches &picnic tables 

 More trees/more shade would be better 

 More colour 

 The splash pad looks quite small. There could be even more trees for shade. The 

drinking fountain needs to be included. 

 The boulders are usually slippery when wet and cause a safety concern 

 I like the idea of Boulder-like mounds offering children seating options, but prefer them 

made of something safer  since children are likely to try to walk from boulder to Boulder 

with wet slippery feet. Would hate for one to fall and hit their head on an actual Boulder. 

Additional seating is always a great idea!!! 

 I wish we can keep the wading pool. Such a shame it’s being removed. Would be lovely 

to have both like high park. Also, adding another gazebo with a picnic bench as their is a 

lot of summer birthday parties and finding a spot is hard enough already. Will the 

concrete floor make it slippery as it ages, like Cedarvale  pad is s 

 Boulders can be dangerous if a child slips near/on the rocks. Endure the surface does 

not hurt little feet and is NOT slippery! 
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 More trees/tree variety would be nice. Many people would probably want to sit closer to 

the water park. 

 I would like to see more trees 

 The rocks are fine on the outside perimeter, but the interior row seems a bit unsafe if it's 

close to where kids are running around. 

 Some shaded seating would be good to add. 

 No 

 Insufficient shaded seating. Shaded seating is important for people who are unable to sit 

on the ground under trees due to physical limitations. Also, the boulders are welcome as 

long as they are not slippery when wet. 

 Perhaps some water zones with more than one bollard 

 Consider that parents want to sit on the grass in larger groups as close to the edge of 

the splash pad as possible. Ringing the edge with seating elements is a hindrance to 

views. Moveable Adirondacks as seating option is preferred as they can be arranged 

 Don't like the picnic area with the shed so close 

 I would suggest if the natural rounded bolders be chosen to be further away from the 

splash pad water source - it is a tripping hazard and kids will run/fall into them. 

 More shade near by 

 Add more seating by the toddler area and some with certain shade. Toronto parks seem 

to always put seating awaybfrom shaded areas 

 A drinking fountain/water bottle refill station would be a great feature. 

 More seating. Or tables in the area add metal umbrellas like sugar beach  so parents 

don’t get sun burnt  rocks in pool area. Bad idea kids slip and fall could hit their heads 

 It would be great if the two picnic benches on the west side of the splash pad could be 

located elsewhere, and benches located in that area instead. 

 Please do not boulders, these are dangerous for kids 

 Great work! More shade trees if possible? 

 More shade should be provided. More seating. The theme should be more relevant to 

the history of the community. 

 A gazebo or overhang to stand under would be nice. 

 I see no reason for a splash pad, the wadding pool has  been there for years, & the kids 

love it 

 Why would this be considered adequate seating?  It's obvious it's not enough. 

 The boulders are a trio hazard, children can fall and hit their heads. Splash pad should 

offer as much space as possible. Especially with physical distancing in mind. New 

designs should incorporate Covid impacts. As much space as possible to physically 

distance and play. Instead of boulders, add an extra water feature and picnic tables. 

Many families enjoys the park especially with Covid. 

 I've sat at the wading pool for years now at all times of day and we definitely need more 

shade trees and more seating than this plan allows. 

 Please include some gentle splash pad features for younger or more sensitive kids 


